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An offbeat, funny and heartwarming romantic novel from the fabulous King of Strictly, Craig

Revel Horwood.Set against the colourful boho backdrop of London's Camden in the 1990s,

Craig Revel Horwood's first novel, Dances and Dreams on Diamond Street, tells the story of an

unlikely family of friends who each rent a room in a ramshackle six-bedroom, four-storey

townhouse. Like any family, the residents of Diamond Street sometimes fights and often act up

but when the chips are down, they're there for each other in an instant - usually brandishing a

cheap bottle of booze, and the offer of an impromptu kitchen disco.Presided over by the wise-

cracking but warm-hearted patriarch of the family, Danny Hall, a professional dancer turned

choreographer, the novel follows a year in the life of the inhabitants of Diamond Street, rough

diamonds one and all, as they try to achieve their dreams - with unexpected, heart-warming

and sometimes hilarious results.
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is available from the British Library.DedicationI dedicate this work of fiction to all the incredible

bohemian, nonconformist, unconventional, alternative, eccentric and idiosyncratic

‘Heartbreakers’ of 49 Pratt Street, Camden Town NW1, aptly christened ‘The Heartbreak

Hotel’, where residents lived together in peace, harmony and love – sometimes – but always

dreaming, creating and living life to its fullest, unashamedly being themselves. They were one

of the most loving families I still have the pleasure of loving, some of whom are sadly no longer

with us, but still missed and loved all the same.‘The Heartbreak Hotel’ ran for twenty glorious

years 1992-2012 before it was sold on and eventually turned into modern flats. The souls that

graced its rooms will live there for ever and their ghosts will haunt the winding ‘rabbit

warren’ (as Sir Cameron Mackintosh described it once) corridors for eternity.This is for you
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quote one of his most sarcastic former dance teachers, Danny looked as if he was chewing on

a wasp that had been pickled in vinegar. There were about a million things he’d rather be doing

with his one precious day off than letting complete strangers rifle around his bedroom. His

bedroom was his sanctuary, the one place on this earth where he could fully relax and which

was guaranteed to be imbecile-free. But not any more.‘So, this wouldn’t be my actual

bedroom?’ Clive from Chelmsford asked, peering at Danny through glasses as thick as milk-

bottle bottoms.‘No, this is my actual bedroom,’ Danny replied through gritted teeth. How many

more times did he need to explain this? ‘Your bedroom would be the room next door.’The

thought of Clive and his greasy anorak and flaky skin doing God knows what on the other side

of the wall sent a shudder through him.‘It’s exactly the same shape and size, I just can’t show it

to you at the moment as it’s having some, uh, renovations done.’ Danny shuddered again as he

thought of what was actually going on next door.‘Would my room have a four-poster bed, too?’

Clive asked, going over to Danny’s bed and stroking his stubby little fingers over the quilt.It took

every fibre of Danny’s being not to lunge at Clive and drag him kicking and screaming from the

room.‘No. That’s my bed,’ Danny hissed. He’d bought the bed about a month after moving into

27 Diamond Street, after watching the Kevin Costner movie, Field of Dreams. He wasn’t really

into baseball, but Costner was cute, and Danny really liked the concept of building something

in order to help make a dream come true. In Costner’s case this had meant building a baseball

field to summon the ghosts of baseballing greats. In Danny’s case it had been building a

fabulous bed. A year later, he was still waiting for the rest of the dream to come true.‘That’s

good, ’cos heights make me anxious.’ Clive sniffed loudly and went over to inspect the



fireplace.Danny frowned. His four-poster was slightly higher than the average bed but only by a

matter of inches. It was hardly like scaling a cliff face. It wasn’t as if he got altitude sickness

every time he went to sleep. He was about to explain this to Clive when he stopped himself. He

didn’t have to justify his bed of dreams to anyone, least of all to a slimy little slug-man who by

the smell of things had never encountered the concept of antiperspirant.‘What’s this?’ Clive

asked, pointing at one of Danny’s awards on the mantelpiece. It was Danny’s most prized

award – the prestigious West End Best Male Dancer – which he had won for his role in Cats in

1984.I swear to God if you touch that I will ... Danny took a deep breath. ‘It’s an award. My

award ... and no, your room won’t come with one.’Not that the room next door was ever going to

belong to Clive. It would be a cold day in hell before Danny let that happen.‘Right then, I guess

you’ve seen enough,’ he said, hurrying over to the bedroom door and flinging it open.‘Why have

you got a sewing machine?’ Clearly unable to take a hint, Clive moved over to the antique

Singer displayed in the bay window.If you touch it I will crush you, Danny thought. ‘It belonged

to my mam.’ He instantly felt like kicking himself. The sewing machine’s backstory was none of

this imbecile’s business.The loud trill of the telephone echoed up the stairs, causing both men

to jump.‘I’m very sorry,’ Danny lied, ‘but I’m going to have to get that.’‘OK,’ Clive said, moving

over to inspect the bookshelves.‘So you’re going to have to leave.’The ringing got shriller,

forming a discordant din with the blood now pounding in Danny’s ears. On the landing above, a

door creaked open.‘Is anyone going to, like, get the phone?’ came Pete the Poet’s Eeyore-like

drone from upstairs. ‘I’m trying to write.’Trying being the operative word, Danny felt like yelling

back. Pete had been on the dole forever and spent most of his days composing poems – dire

dirges lamenting the misery of his existence. Danny bit his lip. He couldn’t afford to piss off any

more of his housemates – that’s what had got him into this current mess.‘Come on,’ he said to

Clive, adopting the no-nonsense, teacher-style tone he’d developed since moving into

choreography.Clive shuffled out of the room, picking at a scab on the back of his hand as he

went. Danny shut the door firmly behind him and made a mental note to nab a stick of sage

from Trippy Lil and give his room a thorough cleansing as soon as this whole hideous

experience was over. Overtaking Clive, he ran down the creaky staircase into the hall, and

grabbed the receiver from the phone on the wall.‘Hello,’ he barked, tucking the receiver into the

crook of his neck. The phone cord was long enough to stretch from the wall to the front door.

Danny took full advantage of this now, opening the front door and ushering Clive out on to the

street.‘But what about ...?’ Clive stammered.‘I’ll call you,’ Danny mouthed, making a mental

note to burn Clive’s number along with Trippy Lil’s sage.‘Hello,’ a woman’s voice said at the

other end of the line.‘Hello,’ Danny said, closing the front door behind Clive and sighing with

relief.‘I’m calling about the room to rent – the double room.’ The woman sounded young and

her voice had a soft Scottish lilt. ‘I saw the advert in Time Out. Is it still available?’‘It most

certainly is.’One of the doors leading off the hallway opened and Lachlan’s tousled head

appeared. He was wearing a T-shirt and boxers and his eyes were bleary with sleep.‘Could you

keep it down a bit, mate?’ he said in his low Australian drawl. ‘I’ve got another night shift this

evening.’‘Sorry,’ Danny whispered and he pulled the phone cord into the kitchen.‘That’s great,’

the girl on the other end of the line said. ‘Would it be possible to come and view it

today?’Danny sat down at the kitchen table, which for once in its life – or its life at 27 Diamond

Street at least – was clear of all detritus. Danny had swept all of the mess – the smeared wine

glasses, ringed coffee mugs, overflowing ashtrays and assorted papers and magazines – into

one of the cupboards five minutes before the first viewing this morning. He’d also squirted

some ‘Ocean Spray’ cleaner into the downstairs toilet and invested in an ‘Arabian Nights’ air

freshener to put on the cistern. As a result, the downstairs toilet now smelled like some kind of



beach-side harem, but it was still a vast improvement on the usual aroma of stale urine and

spliff – apparently Pete got his best ideas when he took a crap while stoned. As far as Danny

was concerned, this explained everything about Pete’s poetry.‘I’m not sure if I’m able to fit in

any more viewings today,’ Danny said.The truth was, he could fit plenty in but all he wanted to

do right now was go straight back to bed and pretend this hellish morning had never

happened.‘How about tomorrow morning?’ he asked.‘Ah, that’s a shame,’ the woman sighed.

‘We’ve both got auditions tomorrow so that might be a bit tricky. We really don’t want to miss

out on the room. Camden’s my favourite part of London, it’s so quirky and cool and ...’While the

woman wittered on about her love of all things Camden, two key words echoed around Danny’s

head. ‘We’ and ‘auditions’. Did this mean she was part of a couple? Couples were good, as

they brought down everyone’s share of the bills. And auditions were good, too. This implied

they worked in the entertainment industry. In Danny’s dream houseshare, all of the tenants

worked in the entertainment industry and there were no paranoid poets or grumpy Aussie

nurses who worked shifts. Not that he had much of a problem with Lachlan. The Aussie kept

himself to himself and always paid his rent on time.‘Are you a couple looking to rent the room,

then?’ Danny cut in, just as the woman was about to tell him her favourite stall in Camden

Market.‘Yes, me and my boyfriend, Justin. Would that be OK?’‘Absolutely. Do you mind me

asking what you do for a living?’ Danny reached into the kitchen cupboard and pulled out an

ashtray containing a half-smoked cigarette from last night. He’d managed to resist smoking all

through his life as a dancer, but two years ago, when he turned thirty and made the transition

into choreography – and had his heart broken – he had decided to embrace the dark

side.‘We’re dancers – but we’re always in work,’ the girl quickly added. ‘We’ve been touring on

cruise ships for ages so we have quite a bit of money saved.’Danny couldn’t help giving a wry

grin. He knew all about the financial roller coaster that came with the dancing life. ‘I work in the

dance world, too,’ he said.‘You do?’ the woman exclaimed. ‘That’s amazing. Clearly this is

destiny!’Danny lit the cigarette and inhaled deeply. While her exuberance was a welcome

change from Scabby Clive, it was a bit much for a Sunday lunchtime. He heard the low hum of

a male voice at the other end of the line. The boyfriend, he assumed.‘The guy advertising the

room works in dance, too,’ the woman explained. ‘I’m sorry, I didn’t catch your name.’‘It’s Danny.

Danny Hall.’ He leaned back in the chair and took another drag on his cigarette.‘Hi, Danny. I’m

Catriona. But my friends call me Cat. You can call me Cat. I have a feeling this is all meant to

be.’Cat put the phone back on the receiver and rifled through the newspapers on Justin’s

parents’ coffee table. Justin’s parents were so posh they did things like have ‘supper’ instead of

tea and preferred playing bridge to bingo, so the chances of her finding what she was looking

for were slim. But to her delight she spied the red top of a tabloid nestled between the

broadsheets. She pulled out the colour supplement and flicked to the horoscopes.‘Yes!’ she

exclaimed as she scanned the forecast for Taurus.‘What?’ Justin muttered from where he was

standing by the fireplace, checking his hair in the ornate mirror hanging above the

mantelpiece.‘My stars say it’s a perfect time for new beginnings,’ Cat replied, editing out the bit

where Mystic Meg predicted that she might find love at a car boot sale, especially if she wore

yellow.‘I don’t know why you believe in all that nonsense,’ Justin said, pulling his mouth into an

exaggerated grin and examining his perfect teeth.That’s not what you used to say, Cat thought,

remembering how, when she and Justin first got together, they’d spend lazy Sunday mornings

in bed, drinking coffee, eating croissants and reading each other’s horoscopes in funny voices.

Instead she stayed quiet and had a quick read of the forecast for Scorpio, Justin’s sign.

Instantly, she regretted it, as it was all about Mars bringing tension and conflict.‘Yeah, well, I

think it’s a good time for new beginnings,’ she said firmly, trying to convince herself as much as



Justin. ‘What are the chances of the man on the phone being a dancer, too?’Justin

shrugged.‘He said we can go round whenever we’re ready.’‘What, now?’ Justin turned to face

her, his mouth curling down. It never ceased to amaze Cat how dramatically Justin’s model

good looks were ruined the instant he gave one of his sulky frowns.‘Yes. Don’t worry, it won’t

take long. It’s only a couple of stops on the Tube. You did say last night that we could spend

today room hunting.’Cat felt a familiar anxiety building inside of her. Ever since Cat and Julian

last cruise ship gig finished a fortnight ago, they’d been staying at Justin’s parents’ Hampstead

home. What with Justin’s mum’s obsessive cleaning and his dad’s constant, ‘I’m not a racist

but ...’ running commentary about all that was wrong with the world, it had been the longest two

weeks of Cat’s life.‘OK, then.’ Justin gave the kind of tortured sigh you’d expect from someone

who’d just agreed to eat a plate of raw liver. He’d been sighing like this a lot lately. Cat was

spending a great deal of mental energy trying not to think about what this might mean. Maybe

once they had a place of their own things would get better again.‘Oh, shit!’ Justin exclaimed,

looking back at his reflection.‘What?’‘I’ve got a grey hair in my left eyebrow!’Cat went over and

examined his flawless reflection. ‘No, it’s just a really blond hair.’The corners of his mouth

turned up again, and it was like the sun appearing from behind a cloud.Cat and Justin

emerged from the depths of Camden Town Underground station on a wave of tourists,

shoppers and sightseers.Blinking at the sudden brightness of the summer sunshine, Cat took

her battered A–Z from her bag and studied the page for Camden Town. According to the map,

Diamond Street was tucked away behind the high street, by the lock. The lock was her favourite

part of Camden, and Cat couldn’t help thinking that this was another sign that they were

destined to have the room. Not that she dared say this to Justin.The scowl returned to Justin’s

face as he barged through a gaggle of Japanese tourists who’d stopped in the middle of the

pavement by some graffiti on the wall. Their hands all went to the huge cameras hanging

around their necks and they started snapping photos of the graffiti.‘It’s so annoying when they

stop like that,’ Justin hissed.‘They’re on holiday. They don’t understand the Keep Moving at All

Costs rule,’ Cat said with a chuckle.She hadn’t been aware of this rule, either, when she’d first

arrived in London from Scotland. She’d soon learned, though – the day she had the audacity to

stand still on the left-hand side of the down escalator at Piccadilly Circus Underground. The

glares and tuts she’d received had actually made her fear for her life. But now she was used to

it she actually liked London’s impatience, and she understood it. There was so much to do and

see here that there was no time for dawdling.Half running to keep up with Justin’s stride, Cat

felt the tension from the past couple of weeks begin to ebb from her body. It was impossible to

feel down in Camden. It fizzed and crackled with so much life, from the basslines pounding

through the open shop doorways to the assortment of weird and wonderful hairstyles and

outfits streaming along the pavements.‘Can we go and see that film this week?’ Cat asked,

pointing to a billboard on the other side of the street. The film was a recent release called Four

Weddings and a Funeral. According to the reviews, it was about a couple who were fated to be

together in spite of the odds. It sounded like just the kind of inspiration she and Justin

needed.‘What? Oh, OK.’ Justin’s gaze drifted from the poster to a willowy blonde sashaying

towards them. She was clad in a lime-green crop top, lilac cycling shorts and hi-tops.Cat felt a

sudden burst of anger, red and hot, making her cheeks burn. She glanced at the darkened

window of the shop they were passing and, as she glimpsed her reflection, the words ‘a tad too

big’ rang through her mind. The words she’d been told at an audition last week. ‘I’m sorry, we

were looking for someone slightly more petite,’ the casting director had said with a dismissive

shake of her head. ‘You’re a tad too big.’The blonde who’d captured Justin’s attention wasn’t

‘too big’, though. Not even a tad, with her concave stomach and jutting ribs. Justin slowed his



pace as they drew level with the woman. Cat didn’t, though. She marched right into him,

clipping the back of his ankle with the toe of her shoe.‘Ow!’ he yelped.‘Oh, I’m sorry,’ Cat

muttered.Diamond Street wasn’t quite as sparkly as the name suggested, but Cat didn’t mind.

She liked the fact that each of the four-storey townhouses were in vastly differing states of

decor and repair. She thought the peeling paintwork, crumbling brickwork and faded net

curtains added character, something that was seriously lacking in the pristine crescent where

Justin’s parents lived. She loved the different aromas lingering on the warm air, too. The wafts

of incense and curry and food frying.‘Here we are,’ she said cheerily, as they reached number

27.The front door was painted flamingo pink. Next to it there was a large bay window lined with

a greying net curtain. As Cat pressed the doorbell she noticed a handwritten sign above the

letterbox saying: NO LEAFLETS, FREE PAPERS OR JEHOVAH’S BLOODY WITNESSES.‘I’m

not sure about this,’ Justin said as they waited for someone to answer the door. ‘It’s a bit ...

grotty.’‘We haven’t seen inside yet,’ Cat replied, trying to keep her voice carefree.They had to

like this room. She couldn’t stand a second longer at his parents’. She pressed the doorbell

again.‘All right, all right,’ a deep male voice with an Australian accent boomed from inside the

house. The door opened to reveal a man in a T-shirt and boxer shorts. His sandy hair was

tousled as if he’d just been asleep.Cat checked her watch. It was almost two.‘Yes?’ the man

asked, looking them both up and down.‘We’re here about the room,’ Cat explained.‘Oh, right.

Come in.’ The man opened the door wider.They followed him into a narrow hallway. A bare bulb

hung from the ceiling and a huge pile of junk mail and free newspapers teetered in the corner

behind the door. Clearly the sign above the letterbox hadn’t been that effective.‘Danny!’ The

Australian man yelled up a narrow flight of stairs at the end of the hall.‘Yeah?’ A voice replied

from somewhere upstairs.‘There’s some people here about the room to rent.’The man turned

back to Cat and Justin. ‘Danny will show you around,’ he said, before disappearing into a room

off the hall.Cat sighed. He didn’t seem very friendly. Hopefully Danny would be more

welcoming. A man came running down the stairs, taking them two at a time. He was tall and

wiry with broad shoulders and dark, wavy hair.‘Catriona?’ he said, looking at her before casting

his gaze upon Justin. As so often happened, his gaze lingered. Cat was used to it by now.

Justin’s beauty seemed to mesmerize both men and women.‘Yes, I’m Cat,’ she replied. ‘And

this is Justin.’‘Good to meet you, I’m Danny.’ He shook their hands. ‘The room that’s for rent is

currently being redecorated but I can show you around my own room. It’s pretty much identical

when it comes to the size and shape.’‘Cool,’ Cat replied.‘How many people live here?’ Justin

asked as they followed Danny up the stairs.‘Four at the moment, but we’ve got six rooms in

total so we’re hoping to get a couple more – or three more if you pair are sharing.’The man had

a northern accent. It was quite faint, but it sounded to Cat like Liverpudlian. She smiled; she’d

always liked Scousers. This was another good sign.They followed Danny up to the second floor

and he led them into a room at the front of the house. As soon as Cat stepped inside she

couldn’t help gasping. With its plum-coloured walls, green velvet curtains and four-poster bed,

the room was like an illustration from a fairytale.‘This is beautiful,’ she whispered, standing in

the middle of the room and turning full circle to drink it all in. There were so many interesting

antiques and knick-knacks that Cat had to stuff her hands in the pockets of her dungarees to

stop herself from touching anything.‘Thank you.’ Danny’s expression visibly softened.Cat

glanced at Justin to try to see what he was making of it. His gaze came to rest on the

mantelpiece.‘Is that a West End Award?’ he said, pointing to an award in the shape of a glass

dance shoe.‘It certainly is,’ Danny nodded.Justin went over to the fireplace to have a look. Cat

noticed Danny tense slightly but thankfully Justin didn’t touch it.‘You were in Cats?’ he asked,

turning back to Danny. His earlier reticence was now replaced by a look of awe.‘Yep.’ Danny



shrugged as if it was no big deal, but Cat could tell he was pleased at the recognition.‘Are you

still a dancer?’ she asked.‘Oh no, darling. I’m thirty-two, which as you know is about a hundred

and five in dance years. I’m a choreographer now, for my sins.’ Danny sat down on the edge of

the bed.Cat tried to stop her heart from sinking. She knew all too well about dance years. It

wasn’t just her weight that had been stressing her out lately. At twenty-five, her age was also

starting to work against her in auditions.‘So, you’re both dancers, then?’ Danny asked.Cat

nodded.‘Yes. I trained at the Royal Academy,’ Justin said.Danny turned back to Cat. ‘And what

about you?’‘Me? Oh, nothing so glamorous, I’m afraid. I studied dance back in my hometown,

Aberdeen. I came down to London when I was twenty-one. Got a few chorus roles. I’ve been

working on cruise ships for the past couple of years – that’s where we met.’ She nodded at

Justin.‘Yeah, well, I was only doing the cruises because I wanted to see a bit of the world,’

Justin said quickly. ‘I’ve come back to London to get some serious roles.’‘We,’ Cat

muttered.‘What’s that?’ Justin asked.‘We’ve come back to London to get some more serious

roles.’ Cat’s face flushed.‘Of course, honey,’ Justin put his arm round her and pulled her close.

‘Well, I think this place is great. I’m in.’Cat looked at him in surprise.‘Don’t you want to see the

rest of the house, the kitchen and bathroom?’ Danny asked.‘Sure.’ Justin treated Danny to one

of his boyish grins.Cat gave a sigh of relief. She wasn’t sure what had brought on Justin’s

sudden change of mood, but if it meant they would be moving out of his parents’ house she

was truly grateful.Lachlan went into the kitchen and banged the cold tap three times. This

wasn’t some kind of obsessive-compulsive ritual – it was the only way you could get the tap to

work. One of the many quirks of life at 27 Diamond Street. He filled the kettle with the water

that was now coming from the tap in fits and spurts and fetched the teabags down from the

shelf. With all the comings and goings in the house today there was no point trying to get any

more sleep. He opened the cupboard to get a cup and was hit on the head by an avalanche of

magazines.‘What the hell?’ he yelped.The cupboard was full to the brim with assorted crap and

dirty dishes. Lachlan scratched his head, and then the penny dropped. This must have been

Danny’s idea of cleaning up before the house viewings.‘Strewth!’Lachlan gingerly took out one

of the dirty mugs. Although it was ringed with old tea stains, there wasn’t anything growing in

the bottom, and in this place that was always a bonus. Lachlan scrubbed the cup clean and

plopped two teabags inside. This was definitely shaping up to be an extreme caffeine day.Once

the tea was made he sat down at the table. He wasn’t sure he’d ever seen it completely clear of

crap before. It was slightly disconcerting. He sighed and shook his head. When he was growing

up in Queensland he’d never imagined ending up in a house like this. He’d never imagined

ending up in London. But one thing he’d learned at the ripe old age of twenty-seven was that

your plans and the plans life has for you can be hugely different things.When he’d come to view

his room at 27 Diamond Street almost a year ago shock was still numbing all of his senses. He

couldn’t have cared less what state the house was in or who he’d be sharing a kitchen with. All

he wanted was a roof over his head and a bed to crash in. The fact that the guy in the room

above him was a total party animal didn’t bother him in the slightest. Ditto the fact that there

was a poet with Morrissey-levels of gloom living in the attic. And as for Lil ... her permanently

trippy state hadn’t even registered with him. But recently the numbness seemed to be fading

and Lachlan wasn’t sure if this was a good or a bad thing.He heard footsteps on the stairs and

the sound of chatter. It must be the couple who’d come to view the room. He looked down at

his faded Pink Floyd T-shirt and boxers. Shit, he hoped they weren’t going to view the kitchen.

He was about to get up and head back to his room when the door opened and Danny and the

couple came in.‘And this is the kitchen,’ said Danny. ‘’Scuse the mess.’What mess? Lachlan

thought to himself. The mess is all in the cupboard. His skin prickled with indignation. Was



Danny referring to him?‘Oh, this is great!’ the girl said, coming in and looking around.She

smiled at Lachlan. Her hair was deep auburn and her skin the colour of cream, which made her

green eyes even more striking. Lachlan gave her a tense smile and looked down at the

table.‘I’m Cat,’ she said, holding out a hand. ‘And this is Justin.’ She pointed at the guy with her.

He looked as if he’d stepped straight off the pages of a clothing catalogue, with his chiselled

jaw, buttery blond hair and pale-lemon jumper draped over his shoulders. He was the kind of

bloke Lachlan’s mates back home would say had got tickets on himself. Lachlan took an instant

dislike to him.‘G’day.’ Lachlan shook Cat’s hand and nodded in acknowledgment at

Justin.‘We’re going to be your new housemates,’ Cat continued.‘What, both of you?’ Lachlan

couldn’t help asking.‘Yes, we’re going to share the room upstairs, as soon as Danny’s finished

doing the redecorating.’‘Redecorating?’ Lachlan raised his eyebrows at Danny.‘Yes,’ Danny

replied with a knowing look. ‘You know, the wallpapering and stuff.’‘Right.’ Danny clearly hadn’t

told them what had actually happened in the room then, not that Lachlan could blame

him.‘When do you think it will be ready?’ Cat asked.‘By the end of this week,’ Danny

replied.‘That’s great.’Lachlan wondered how many times Cat said ‘great’ in a day. He was

willing to bet it reached the hundreds. She was the polar opposite of Pete the Poet.‘So, are you

a dancer, too?’ Mr Mail Order Man said, sitting down at the table opposite Lachlan.‘No, I’m a

nurse,’ Lachlan replied.‘A nurse? But you’re ...’ Justin trailed off but Lachlan knew what he was

about to say. Some people still couldn’t get their head around the concept of male nurses.‘I’m

what?’ Might as well make him sweat a bit.‘Nothing.’ Justin looked away. Lachlan saw Cat shoot

him a look.‘That’s great,’ she said, smiling warmly. ‘You nurses do such a brilliant job.’‘Thank

you.’ Lachlan downed the rest of his tea and took the mug over to the sink.‘Lovely to meet you,’

he said, as he left the room.‘Great to meet you, too,’ Cat replied.Lachlan stepped back into the

refuge of his bedroom, shutting the door firmly behind him. Then he looked around the room, at

the unmade bed, the threadbare carpet and bare white walls, and he felt another

uncomfortable stab of reality piercing his numbness. How had it all come to this?Jewel was

having another one of his stress dreams. In this one he was being chased along a dark,

windswept street by a Tyrannosaurus rex wearing a bowler hat and a man’s suit. To make

matters worse, Jewel was wearing a pair of insanely high stiletto boots and a skin-tight pencil

skirt, so no matter how fast he tried to run it was as if he was standing still. He felt something

prodding his back and turned to see the T-rex stabbing at him with an umbrella.‘Leave me

alone!’ he yelled.He sat bolt upright in a cold sweat, breathing heavily. Slowly, the room came

into view around him, like a Polaroid photo developing. He wasn’t being chased by a suit-

wearing dinosaur, he was on his friend Cynthia’s sofa-bed. That was why his back was aching.

The pesky loose spring had been sticking into his spine, not an umbrella.He rubbed his back

and looked at the clock on the wall. It was two-thirty. Crap. Jewel swung his thin, pale legs off

the sofa-bed and rubbed his eyes. Cynthia had made a big point of telling him he could crash

at her place for as long as he needed, but there’d been signs recently that he was outstaying

his welcome. Yesterday, Cynthia had made a drama about not being able to use the living room

to host a Tupperware party, as Jewel’s ‘stuff would all get in the way’. The fact that all of Jewel’s

worldly goods could fit into the one battered suitcase he brought with him seemed to

completely pass Cynthia by.Jewel had meant to get up early this morning and go out for the

day to get out of Cynthia’s way. But once again it had taken him ages to drift off. Daylight had

been creeping in beneath the curtains when he had finally succumbed to a fitful sleep.Jewel

grabbed the copy of Time Out from the coffee table and turned to the listings in the back. He

needed to crack on with finding a place of his own – or at least a room of his own. Now that

he’d landed his first proper job since arriving in London, he’d be able to afford something. He



scanned the columns of rooms to rent until he found one in his price range. A house in

Camden was advertising two rooms for rent. The double room was too expensive, but he could

just about manage the rent for the single. He picked up the phone and dialled the number. It

rang for so long he was about to hang up when finally there was an answer.‘Hello,’ a man’s

voice barked at the other end.‘Oh, hello, I’m calling about the room to rent,’ Jewel said,

crossing his fingers that it was still available.‘Which one?’ the man replied. ‘The double’s just

gone.’‘The single.’‘Yep, that’s still available.’‘Cool. Can I come and see it?’‘Sure. When were you

thinking?’‘As soon as possible.’Jewel thought he heard the man tutting, but it could have been

interference on the line.‘All right, how about this afternoon?’‘Yes, I can do that.’ Jewel gave a

sigh of relief. At least now he’d be able to tell Cynthia he was going to view a room, and that a

return to her Tupperware glory days was in sight.‘What’s your name?’ the man asked.‘Jewel –

Jewel Brown,’ he stammered. The name still felt weird on his lips.‘Jewel?’ He could hear the

surprise in the man’s voice.‘Yes,’ Jewel replied, trying to ignore the insecure chatter now going

on in his brain.‘OK, great. My name’s Danny and the address is 27 Diamond Street. I’ll see you

soon.’Before Jewel could reply there was a click and the line went dead.‘Yes, see you,’ he

murmured, and put the receiver back in place.Danny took a deep breath and flung open the

door. Even though he’d dowsed himself in aftershave, the stench of putrid fish instantly

overwhelmed him. It was so strong now it was more than just a smell, it was as if it had

become a being in its own right – some kind of eerie entity. But where the hell was it coming

from? Danny scanned the empty room.After Cat and Justin had said that they wanted to move

in as soon as possible, Danny had persuaded Lachlan to help him try to get to the bottom of

the mystery once and for all. Actually, he hadn’t persuaded Lachlan, he’d had to pay him – in

two cases of beer from the offie. Those Aussies drove a hard bargain. They’d spent the rest of

Sunday stripping the room of its remaining furniture and pulling up the carpet. Danny had been

convinced that the smell was coming from beneath the floorboards. He’d imagined discovering

a giant fish corpse rotting away there. But there was nothing.One thing he did know for certain

was that the smell had to be the work of the previous tenant, an act of revenge for what

Lachlan was now calling ‘The Barbecue Massacre’. But how had he done it?The previous

tenant had been a humourless man named Brendan O’Toole – possibly the only Irishman in

existence who didn’t understand the concept of the craic – who’d moved into 27 Diamond

Street just before Danny. This seemed to make Brendan think that he was the boss of the

house, even though Trippy Lil had lived there longer than anyone. He liked to leave passive-

aggressive notes all over the place, saying things like ‘The handle on the cistern is meant for

flushing’ on the toilet and ‘If it’s on the top shelf it doesn’t belong to you’ on the door of the

fridge. And if this wasn’t bad enough, he was pretentious to the point of puke-inducing,

dressing in cravats and suits made from shiny, two-tone material, so he looked like some sort

of pound-shop version of Oscar Wilde. He even walked with a cane, despite there being

nothing wrong with his legs. Well, he used to walk with a cane.Danny sighed. It was the cane

that had caused all of this. A couple of weekends ago, some of his old dance crew from Cats

had come over and, after one too many flaming sambucas, they had decided to have a

barbecue. It was actually Lachlan’s fault. He’d come into the kitchen just as Danny and his

friends were talking about cooking up some sausages they’d found on the top shelf of the

fridge.‘Why don’t you have a barbie?’ Lachlan had suggested, before going back to his

room.Danny and his friends were nothing if not enterprising. They’d built an impromptu barbie

in the backyard from some old bricks they found in a skip across the road. But the one thing

they were lacking was kindling. Danny had cast his eyes around the kitchen and spied

Brendan’s cane leaning against the wall. Ten minutes later it was chopped up and aflame, and



the sausages were grilling away merrily. Danny had been planning on pleading ignorance when

Brendan started looking for his cane. What he hadn’t considered was the stupid, parrot-head

handle made of brass, which Brendan had found in the smouldering remains of the barbie.

There had then followed the longest tantrum ever thrown by a fully grown man, culminating in

Brendan moving out a week later.‘You’ll regret the day you cremated my cane,’ was the last

thing Brendan hissed at Danny before flouncing from the house.At the time Danny had

shrugged it off with an ‘Er, I don’t think so!’ But then the day after Brendan moved out the smell

moved in, and had been getting worse ever since.‘Where are you?’ Danny sighed. The room

was now completely bare. The only thing that remained were the floor-length velvet curtains,

but there was no way they could contain the rotting remains of a fish. Could they? Danny went

over to the curtains and gave them a nervous sniff. They smelled musty – and fishy. Very fishy.

He lifted them up and the waft grew stronger. He crouched down and brought the bottom of the

curtain to his nose.‘Ewww!’ he exclaimed. The stench was unbearable.Keeping the curtain at

arm’s length this time, he examined the hem. It looked as if it had been freshly stitched. Then

he felt the hem. It was bumpy. Like there were little lumps of something inside of it.‘You sick

bastard!’ Danny exclaimed.He pulled on the curtain so hard the rail came off the wall. But

Danny didn’t care. He’d finally discovered the source of the smell, and now he wanted it gone

for good. He bundled the curtains up and raced down the stairs, along the narrow passageway

to the back of the house and out into the yard, where he dropped the curtains. Then he went to

the kitchen and grabbed a pair of scissors from the drawer. Back in the yard, he sliced through

the hem’s stitching.‘Euuurgh!’ The hem was full of little, grey, stinking lumps. Prawn-shaped

little, grey, stinking lumps. Danny pictured Brendan hunched over like some 1990s version of

Rumpelstiltskin, cackling as he stitched them inside the curtain.‘Unbelievable!’ Danny piled the

curtains onto the remains of the barbie and set fire to them with his lighter.‘Ooh, are we having

another barbecue?’Danny turned to see Trippy Lil standing in the doorway. She was wearing

her long, rainbow-coloured kaftan and bright red clogs, and her silvery hair hung in a loose

braid over her shoulder. As always, her eyes were lined with kohl. It didn’t matter what time of

day or night, Danny had never seen her without her sixties-style cat eye make-up.‘No, we’re

having a cremation,’ Danny replied, turning back to stoke the fire.Lil came and stood beside

him. ‘Who died?’‘About a hundred prawns. They were inside the curtains,’ Danny added. In

anyone else this would have sparked an instant flurry of questions, but not Lil. Lil was entirely

unflappable.‘Bummer,’ she said, reaching into her robe pocket and pulling out her tin of

tobacco. ‘Reminds me of the time Keith and I found a crab in Ronnie’s guitar case.’Danny

looked at her and raised his eyebrows.This was the reason Lil was so unfazed by things.

Apparently, she’d been a wild child in the Swinging Sixties, and in many ways she was still

there, still swinging.‘Ciggie, darling?’ she asked, taking a pack of papers from the tin.‘Yeah, go

on.’ At least the smell of cigarettes might drown out the stink of burning fish now filling the

yard.Danny sniffed his wrist for a waft of aftershave but instead of comforting him it prompted

an unwelcome flashback: Paris, the bright red lights of the Moulin Rouge, Gabriel’s arm around

his shoulders, strong and ... Danny snapped himself back to the present. He’d rather smell

putrid prawns than be taken on a tour of painful memories.‘Isn’t fire marvellous?’ Lil said in her

husky London drawl, gazing into the flames. ‘Don’t you just love the way it burns away all of the

crap?’Danny stared into the flames that were now tearing through the curtains. ‘I guess so. I’ve

never really thought of it like that before.’‘Maybe that’s what you need to do, then.’ Lil handed

him a rollie. ‘Imagine it’s not the curtains and the prawns burning. Imagine it’s all the crap you

need to let go of.’Danny pictured flinging his memories of Gabriel onto the fire. The walks by

the Seine. The apartment in Montmartre. The fucking aftershave Gabriel had given him.‘Are



you picturing it?’ Lil asked.Danny nodded.‘Good, isn’t it?’Danny grinned. It did feel strangely

liberating.‘Don’t let the bastards get you down, as my good friend Kris used to sing to me.’ Lil

gave one of her throaty laughs. ‘Burn them instead.’Danny nodded and stoked the fire. And

they both stood there cackling like a pair of Macbeth’s witches.The audition was in a studio just

off the Euston Road. As Cat ran to keep up with Justin’s long-legged stride, she started

repeating today’s affirmation in her head: I am talented. I am beautiful. I am strong. She’d read

an article about the power of positive affirmations in last month’s Cosmopolitan. According to a

life coach called Destiny Bloom, affirmations had the power to make all of your dreams come

true.But the awkward truth was, Cat wasn’t really sure if she wanted to get a part in the show

they were about to audition for. It would mean working in Berlin for almost six months and, after

two years of working on cruise ships, she really wanted to stay in the UK for a while. Plus,

they’d just found the room to rent in Camden.She followed Justin over a crossing, just as the

green man was turning red. A black cab honked at her. ‘Get out of the road, you idiot!’ the

cabbie yelled through his open window.Cat’s face instantly flushed. You’re so stupid, why didn’t

you look where you were going? her inner voice started berating her, before she remembered

her affirmation. I am talented. I am beautiful. I am strong. But the words felt hollow.‘Hurry up,’

Justin called over his shoulder. He always got really uptight before an audition. Cat knew this,

but sometimes it was hard not to take it personally. Sometimes it would be nice if he actually

acknowledged that she got stressed out, too, and if he would offer some kind of moral

support.She followed him down a narrow side street. The studio was halfway down,

sandwiched between a greasy spoon café and a pub called the Brewers Arms. Even though it

was only just gone eleven, a handful of drinkers were already sitting at the tables outside, their

faces raised, soaking up the warm sunshine. They looked so happy and carefree.Cat’s

stomach churned. I am talented. I am beautiful. I am strong.As Justin looked for something in

his bag, she pushed the studio door, but it wouldn’t budge. Then she saw a sign right in front of

her saying PULL. I am stupid. I am thick. I am an idiot.Inside, the corridors were bustling with

dancers. Instantly, Cat fell victim to a serious case of comparisonitis. She knew she should stay

inside her own mental bubble and not pay attention to anyone else, but she just couldn’t help it.

These people were her competition, and she felt the overwhelming urge to see how she sized

up. I am old. I am huge. I am fat, her inner voice started taunting as she looked at the other

women warming up. All she could see were concave stomachs, jutting ribs and willowy limbs.

All she could see was shiny hair and glowing skin.Once the dancers had been given their

numbers, they were ushered into the studio.Cat closed her eyes, trying to tune into her body.

What if Justin got a job and she didn’t? She pushed the thought from her mind. They’d already

agreed that if one of them didn’t get accepted then neither of them would go to Berlin. She took

a deep breath. It was all going to be OK. Whatever happened they’d still be together. She

opened her eyes and glanced across at Justin. He was doing a hamstring stretch and gazing

into the middle distance. Or was he? She followed the direction of his gaze to a willowy

brunette who was warming up at the front. She was one of those dancers who brought her own

spotlight. Look at me! Look at me! her body seemed to scream, as she effortlessly stretched

her right leg parallel to her head. SHE is talented. SHE is beautiful. SHE is strong, Cat

thought.Cat sighed and looked away. She never used to get like this in auditions. She always

used to get a perverse sense of enjoyment from them. Back then, the nerves she felt were way

closer to excitement than to dread. She couldn’t quite work out what had prompted the change.

It was as if she was having some kind of midlife crisis in the middle of her twenties. Get a grip,

she told herself as a lithe black man wearing a Pineapple Studios top and bright purple

leggings strode to the front of the studio.‘Alrighty then, are you guys ready to show me what



you’ve got?’ he called.All around her the dancers whooped and cheered. Cat stayed silent and

felt herself begin to shrink.Afterwards, they spilled out onto the pavement and into the warm

afternoon sun.‘That was awesome!’ Justin exclaimed. ‘I can’t believe I’ve got a callback.’‘Yeah,

but ...’ Cat tailed off.‘What?’ Justin looked at her, his eyes shining and his smile wide. ‘Shall we

do something? I know. How about we get something to eat and then go and see that film

you’ve been going on about. The four funerals one?’‘Four Weddings and a Funeral,’ Cat

corrected him.‘Yep, that one. Let’s jump on a bus to Leicester Square, see it there.’He put his

arm round her shoulders. This was the Justin Cat had fallen in love with, all eager and excited

and puppyish. He pulled her close. ‘Love you, Scottie.’Cat felt a shiver run up her spine. It had

been a long time since he’d used his nickname for her. Come to think of it, it had been a long

time since he’d said ‘I love you’, or at least said it first.‘Love you, too,’ she replied. But as they

headed off to the bus stop an unsaid question hung over her like the thought bubble from a

comic strip. Why are you so excited about a callback when I didn’t get one, too?As Jewel

pressed the buzzer by the stage door he felt a tingle of excitement course through him.‘Yep?’ a

woman’s voice barked through the intercom.‘Hi, it’s Jewel. Jewel Brown. I’m here for work in, in

Wardrobe,’ he stammered.‘I’m sorry, did you say you’re in a wardrobe?’ the voice replied.‘No, I

work in Wardrobe. I’m Jewel Brown, I’m a dresser,’ Jewel replied, his face flushing. When he’d

left Cynthia’s earlier he’d felt so excited. He’d seen today as an important marker. It was Day

One of his new life, the life he was always meant to have been living. But now his newfound

confidence was rapidly unravelling. He sounded like a stammering, nervous wreck. He looked

down at the outfit he’d chosen to wear for this momentous occasion – a sea-green vest top and

black harem pants, the waistband customized with pearl sequins. Did he look ridiculous? He’d

really gone to town on his make-up this morning, too, giving himself sea-green cat eyes, ruby

lips and a pencilled-on beauty spot. He’d wanted to make a statement, to start as he meant to

go on, but was it too much?Thankfully, before he could spiral too far down, the door buzzed

open. Jewel stepped into a narrow passageway, dimly lit by a row of red light bulbs set into the

wall. He followed the passageway to the end and down a flight of stairs, coming out into a small

reception area. A woman with bright pink dreadlocks was sitting behind the desk, reading a

magazine.‘Sorry about that, I can’t hear a thing above all the noise out there,’ she said,

glancing up at Jewel.‘That’s OK. It’s my first day. I wasn’t sure what to say anyway.’‘Sign in

here, and I’ll buzz someone to come and get you.’ The woman pointed to a clipboard on the

counter. As Jewel signed it he had to fight the reflex urge to write his old name. He wondered if

he’d ever lose this urge. It was bound to take some time. He had to fight eighteen years of

programming.‘Hiya, Margot,’ the pink-haired woman said into a phone. ‘I’ve got your new

dresser here. OK, cheers.’ The woman looked back at Jewel. ‘She’ll be right out to get

you.’‘Cool. Thanks.’ Jewel looked at the posters on the wall, pretending to read them when

really his mind was racing so fast he was incapable of reading anything. This was it. His new

life was officially beginning. No more soul-destroying temp office jobs. Now he was finally

working in an area that actually interested him. He was a dresser on a West End show!‘Cool

harem pants,’ the woman said, leaning over her desk to study them.‘Oh, thanks.’ Jewel’s face

flushed.‘Where did you get them from?’‘I, uh, I actually made them.’‘Really?’ The woman tilted

her head as if trying to decide something, then she stretched a thin arm over to Jewel. ‘I’m

Alice.’Jewel shook her hand. ‘Pleased to meet you.’‘Yeah, you too. Welcome to the madhouse.’

Alice pulled a serious face but her brown eyes were warm.‘Thank you.’A door at the other end

of the reception area burst open and Margot came out. She was wearing a wrap-around dress

in a paisley print and huge, turquoise hoop earrings. Just as he had felt in his job interview,

Jewel found something strangely comforting about Margot’s soft, curvy body, something



maternal. Not that Jewel’s own mother looked anything like Margot: his mother was all bones

and jagged edges.‘Jewel, welcome,’ Margot kissed Jewel on both cheeks. ‘Not a moment too

soon! I’m drowning in last-minute alterations. I hope your sewing’s up to speed.’‘He made those

harem pants,’ Alice said from behind her magazine.‘Really?’ Margot gave the harem pants an

appraising stare. ‘I knew I’d made the right choice hiring you.’ She placed her hand on Jewel’s

shoulder and he got a waft of her rose-scented perfume. ‘Come on, let’s get you to work.’Ever

since the bizarre prawn-curtain funeral pyre, Danny hadn’t been able to get the image of fire

out of his head. Anytime something annoying happened he visualized adding it to the flames.

The bus conductor who’d split his sides laughing when Danny almost fell down the stairs as

they’d gone round a sharp bend. The woman working in the newsagents who’d had the

temerity to pick a lump of wax from her ear right before serving him. The bike courier who’d

almost mown him down at Piccadilly Circus. And now, as he stood at the side of the studio and

watched his arch-nemesis, German choreographer Johannes Schmidt, attempting to motivate

a group of dancers with a mixture of passive- and pure aggression, he mentally conjured up

the inferno once more.‘That was diabolical,’ Johannes spat at the dancers. ‘Are you trying to

make me look stupid? Are you trying to make this show a total failure?’Danny pictured in his

head pushing Johannes onto the fire. It wasn’t the dancers who were making the show look

stupid, it was Johannes and his so-called groundbreaking ideas. Danny was all for pushing the

boundaries, but interpreting Romeo and Juliet through a cast of farmyard animals was taking

things a step too far. In a recent interview in The Times, Johannes had said he wanted his

interpretation of the classic Shakespearean love story to reflect the baseness of humans. ‘We

are all animals under the skin,’ he had said. ‘We are all dogs and donkeys and pigs.’It struck

Danny that Johannes’ sadistic choreography showed that the man didn’t really like people very

much.‘And you ...’ Johannes pointed an accusing finger at Terri, the dancer playing Juliet – as a

cow. ‘You should be ashamed of yourself. Call that a pirouette? I’ve seen more grace in a bowl

of lumpy custard.’‘But the udders keep getting in the way,’ Terri stammered from inside her latex

cow’s head.‘A poor workman always blames his tools,’ Johannes snapped. ‘And a diabolical

dancer always blames her udders.’A snigger rang out from the back of the studio.‘Who was

that?’ Johannes yelled. ‘Who thinks this is funny?’ He started stalking amongst the dancers,

most of whom recoiled as he passed them.‘I have had enough! Enough!’ He marched over to

Danny. ‘I give up. You try and do something with them.’Danny watched as Johannes marched

out of the studio, and pictured him walking straight onto the fire and burning away to a frazzle.

Then he looked back at the dancers, who were all slumped heads and drooping shoulders.

Trying to reignite their self-belief was going to take a miracle. Or a good dose of Dr Dance. He

marched over to his bag and took out a CD.‘Right, everyone, take off your animal heads, it’s

time for some freestyle,’ he called, putting the CD on the stereo. ‘The theme is fire.’ He flicked

through till he got to the track he was after. ‘Fire’ by Arthur Brown started to play. He cranked

up the volume. ‘As you dance I want you to imagine any crap you’re dealing with being burned

away. Release it from your body and dance it into the flames.’ Danny couldn’t help grinning.

Trippy Lil would be proud of him. He only hoped that it worked.He watched as one by one the

dancers’ bodies loosened. ‘Go on, let it burn away!’ he called.Terri ripped her plastic udders off

with a roar.‘Great work!’ Danny called.The dancers became wilder and freer. Danny wondered

how many of them were also picturing burning Johannes to a crisp. He closed his eyes and

took a deep breath before joining them in their dance.Lachlan strode along Diamond Street, his

head pounding in time with his aching feet. Today had been one of those shifts where it felt as

if all of London had descended upon the Accident and Emergency unit at the Royal Free. Still,

at least he’d been on a day shift. He pitied the poor staff who were working tonight. Not only



was it a Friday – always one of the busiest nights for A&E – but it was a full moon, too. And, as

any A&E nurse knew, a full moon brought out the craziest incidents. Insane drunken brawls,

the weirdest kind of injuries, not to mention the bizarre objects stuck in certain orifices. Lachlan

wasn’t remotely woo-woo, but there was no denying the full moon had some kind of effect on

people, and it wasn’t a good one.When he got to number 27 he said a small prayer. He wasn’t

religious, either, but sometimes he needed whatever assistance he could get. Please, please,

let my housemates be out ... he silently implored. All he wanted to do was grab a tinny from the

fridge, sling a frozen pizza in the oven, and hole up in his bedroom. He really wasn’t in the

mood for one of Pete’s morose poems or an impromptu dance party in the kitchen.‘Ah,

Lachlan, my darling, you’re just in time for the festivities.’He opened the door to see Trippy Lil

wobbling her way down the stairs. She was wearing a Jimi Hendrix T-shirt, leather trousers and

a scuffed pair of biker boots. Her silver hair was piled up into a messy bun, held together by

what looked like a pair of chopsticks.‘We’re having a party,’ Lil drawled, taking a puff on her

ever-present cigarette.Lachlan’s heart didn’t just sink, it plummeted.‘And not just any old party,’

Lil continued. ‘We’re having a dinner party – to welcome the new members of our family.’‘What

family?’ Lachlan shut the door behind him. He could hear the sound of chatter coming from the

kitchen. He could also smell something delicious, something roasting. This caused an

immediate conflict within him. His head was urging him to make up some excuse and hide out

in his bedroom but his stomach ... They’d been so busy at work he hadn’t had time to eat since

breakfast. Take me to the kitchen. Let me eat meat! his stomach seemed to be yelling. He

dropped his bag in the corner of the hallway on top of the mountain of junk mail and followed

Lil into the kitchen.The new couple were sitting at the table. The guy, what was his name,

something beginning with J, was studying his fingernails, while the girl, Cat, was flicking

through a magazine. Her red hair tumbled in loose curls around her shoulders. Danny was at

the cooker, stirring a bubbling saucepan, an uncorked bottle of red on the counter beside

him.‘Aha! Lachlan!’ Danny exclaimed, picking up the wine and adding a generous slosh to the

pan. ‘Take a seat. I’m making us all Christmas dinner.’‘Christmas? But it’s June.’ Lachlan sat

down next to J-man.‘I know!’ Lil shrieked, collapsing into the chair on the other side of him.

‘Isn’t it a trip?’The pounding in Lachlan’s head grew louder. This had to be something to do with

the full moon. Even in the safety of his own home he couldn’t escape its insanity.‘I mean, why

should we only get to have Christmas dinner once a year?’ Lil continued. ‘It’s the best bloody

meal in existence, it makes no sense to deprive ourselves.’Cat giggled and looked across the

table at Lachlan. ‘Hi.’‘G’day. Welcome to the madhouse,’ he replied.‘You may mock,’ Danny said,

taking a swig from his glass of wine. ‘But you’ll be grateful when you’re chowing down on one

of my infamous pigs in blankets.’ He opened the oven door and the kitchen was flooded with a

mixture of the delicious smells of turkey, bacon and potatoes roasting.Lachlan’s stomach gave

a loud rumble.‘Ooh, someone sounds hungry,’ Lil laughed, nudging him in the ribs.‘Yeah, well, I

haven’t eaten since seven this morning.’‘Have you been at work?’ Cat asked.‘Yeah, for my sins.

I work in A&E,’ he explained. ‘Fridays are always a bit of a nightmare, especially when there’s a

full moon.’ As soon as he said it he regretted it. Now the new couple would think he was a total

fruit loop and, what with Lil being trippier than ever, there really wasn’t any room at the table for

more lunacy.Sure enough, J-man gave him a sideways smirk. ‘What’s the moon got to do with

it?’ he asked.
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historical novel for 2022, Jackie and Maria: A Novel of Jackie Kennedy & Maria Callas, The Girl

with the Silver Star: A Novel, Summer at the Château: The perfect escapist read from

bestseller Jennifer Bohnet, Half in Shadow: A Novel, A Christmas Wedding in the Cotswolds:

Escape with bestseller Lucy Coleman for the perfect uplifting read

abunke, “Delightful. Dances and Dreams on Diamond Street embraces found family. Danny

lives at 27 Diamond Street with Pete an aspiring poet, Lil still living the hippy life, and Lachlan a

nurse transplanted from Australia. When the two open room in the house are filled, new

connections between the housemates begin to form. Cat and Justin move into the double room

and share Danny's connection to dance. Jewel a beautifully creative young gay man is new to

London and is hoping to enjoy a more open society than the small town and the religious

parents he left behind. At 32 Danny has made the move as an award winning dancer to

assistant choreographer, but is looking to leave his creative mark on the stage.What follows is

a impressively well written story highlighting how the housemates support and nurture each

other. Each of the housemates has something in their lives that they are struggling with. I loved

all the encouragement that happens. The story paints a clear picture of Camden area of

London in the 1990's. The characters are all beautifully developed and while Danny is the true

leader of the house, each member plays a role. The authors knowledge of the inter workings of

a theatre setting was evident. Perfectly paced, there was never a time that I was disconnected

with the story. I would love to be one of the housemates in this story and enjoy all the

happenings at 27 Diamond Street.Thank you @lovebookstours, Michael O'Mara publishing,

and author Craig Revel Horwood for the digital arc of the book. This is my honest review.”

Susan Z, “A feel good book. 27 Diamond Street is a 6 bedroom townhouse occupied by a set

of random house mates who turn into a family of sorts. Most are in the entertainment industry

as dancers, choreographers and costume designers. They are a set of characters who would

unlikely befriend each other, but being thrust together as roommates brings out special bonds

between them.Set in the 1990s, this was so nostalgic and fun. With references to Four

Weddings And A Funeral (one of my favorites) and mentions of pop culture, I had fun reliving

that time period.There are several characters representing the LGBTQ community, making this

an absolute perfect for #pridemonth.Overall, this is a wonderful story of friendship, kindness

and love. Another book I'd classify as a warm hug for my soul.”

Victoria Baxter, “Such a heartwarming book!. This was the best book I’ve read in ages and I

will definitely be reading it again! I loved everything about it. The characters were all so likeable

and unique, yet easy to relate to and I loved the flick between POV’s. The story was engaging

at all times and I could never predict what was coming. I felt like these characters were MY

friends and now I need a second book because I’m going to miss them so much! Please write

another one ”



Sarah Wallace, “Feel good book. Loved this book by Craig Revel- Horwood! He was so

obviously Danny and I love that we have a bit of insight into Craig's true personality now - he

really is a nice guy lol! It reminded me a bit of Lisa Jewell's Ralph's Party with its wondrous

descriptions of Camden, living with housemates and eating curry and drinking beer. Loved the

dance connection too and it made me nostalgic for my own time in London back in the 90s

although I unfortunately never lived in a house like No.27 Diamond Street! Really

heartwarming, sad in parts but leaves you with a warm fuzzy feeling. I can't wait for Craig's

next book!”

Bobs and Books, “great read. I suspect a lot of people will pick this up due to the author, and

you are very right in doing so. This has all the drama, sass, glitter, sequins and glamour that

you would expect, and more.Danny is a great main character, being the life and soul of the

house which features a wonderful bunch of misfits which somehow live brilliantly together. You

cant help but picture a young Horwood as Danny. Each character has their own personal or

career goals and has their own battles to face but still support each other too. I definitely felt

the family vibe, and each character really has its own unique qualities.There's a lot of comical

scenes in this, its light hearted, fun, cheeky and bonkers at times. But this isn't afraid to tackle

serious and important subjects such as homophobia, discrimination and manipulation too. This

blend really makes this book extra special. I would love to walk into 27 Diamond Street and I'm

certain that I would not know what on earth I'd find behind that door.”

bookworm, “Fabulous read. Fabulous fabulous book, i experienced every emotion from tears to

laughter and everything in between. The story just bowls along with wonderful characters,

some you want to hug others you just want to go away. Craig writes with fluency and makes

you believe in what you are reading, you become invoved in the story. Loved it so much i'm

keeping it to read again.....and again”

elizad, “A page-turner. I bought this out of curiosity because of Craig's appearances on Strictly

and I thoroughly enjoyed it. It's light, well-written, balanced, has an actual storyline that's full of

nuances with a couple of twists that I didn't see coming and I couldn't put it down. There's also

an underlying morality which isn't thrust in your face, some well described and very believable

characters and the whole story gripped me from beginning to end. It's my first of Craig's books

and I'll now be looking out for more. It's lovely bed-time or fireside reading, on the tube,

wherever. Thoroughly entertaining.”

The book by Craig Revel Horwood has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 854 people have provided

feedback.
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